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Teclast T50Pro Gray Tablet 11"
Teclast  T50Pro is  a tablet  that effortlessly combines modern technology with a unique design.  Its  11-inch screen,  MediaTek Helio G99
octa-core processor,  and advanced Mali-G72 MP3 800MHz graphics card make it  an ideal device for demanding users. Additionally,  its
8GB RAM and expandable internal memory up to 1TB ensure smooth operation and ample data space.
11-inch Full HD Display
The Teclast T50Pro features an impressive, 11-inch IPS TDDI fully laminated display, offering a resolution of 2000 x 1200 pixels. Its 120Hz
refresh  rate  ensures  fluid  image  motion,  which  is  crucial  when  watching  movies  or  playing  games.  The  small,  8mm  wide  bezels  add
elegance and increase workspace.
Processor and Graphics Card Performance
The heart of the Teclast T50Pro is an octa-core MediaTek Helio G99 processor, supported by a Mali-G72 MP3 800MHz graphics card. This
configuration  provides  high  performance  necessary  for  gaming  or  working  with  photo  editing  apps,  video,  and  more.  The  Helio  G99,
produced with a 6nm technological process, combines two powerful A76 cores clocked at 2.2 GHz and six efficient A55 cores, achieving a
score of 400,000 in the AnTuTu benchmark.
Android 13: Customization, Security, and Fluidity
Android  13,  installed  on  the  Teclast  T50Pro,  is  a  gateway  to  a  world  of  almost  unlimited  customization  possibilities  and  enhanced
security. Users can customize apps and the media player to their liking, changing colors, themes, and language. Android 13 also places a
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special  emphasis  on  privacy  and  security,  increasing  control  over  apps  and  protecting  photos,  videos,  and  clipboard  content.  This
includes parental  control.  Thanks to the updated taskbar and improved split-screen functionality,  multitasking becomes more intuitive
and fluid.
Expanded Memory and Data Storage
The device offers 8GB RAM, which significantly impacts the speed of the system and apps. It's possible to expand it by an additional 8GB.
Moreover, 256GB of internal UFS 2.2 memory, expandable to 1TB with a Micro SD card, provides ample space for files and data.
Audio and Video
The  Teclast  T50Pro  is  equipped  with  four  speakers  featuring  the  fourth-generation  SWEET  system,  delivering  immersive  3W  audio
experiences. In addition, the tablet has an 8MP front camera and a Sony 20MP rear camera with autofocus and an additional AI camera
for scene recognition, making it excellent in various conditions. The device also has an eye protection mode, a keyboard-adapted mode,
a reading mode, and a screen split mode, making it suitable for both entertainment and work.
Connectivity and Navigation
The Teclast T50Pro supports 4G LTE, AC standard WiFi, Bluetooth 5.2, offering fast and stable internet connection. The tablet supports
four positioning systems: Beidou, GPS, GLONASS, and GALILEO, ensuring precise navigation. It also supports TDD+FDD 4G networks in
two  modes,  faster  and  more  compatible  dual-band  WiFi  AC  access,  and  VoLTE,  which  allows  simultaneous  talking  and  fast  internet
connection.  Moreover,  Networking  Engine  2.0  technology  reduces  network  response  latency,  and  Bluetooth  5.2  provides  high-quality
audio. The data download speed is up to 600Mbps, and the upload speed is up to 150Mbps.
Elegance in Simple Form
The  tablet  is  characterized  by  a  simple,  minimalist  design  with  straight  sides  rounded  at  the  corners.  Cameras  and  the  LED  are
symmetrically placed in the upper left corner. The black bezels surrounding the screen are only 8mm, allowing for comfortable work and
immersion during play.
Specifications
  
    BrandTeclast
    ModelT50Pro
    Size11 inches
    TypeIPS, TDDI, fully laminated
    Resolution2000 x 1200, 2K Full HD
    Refresh Rate120Hz
    

Preço:

€ 286.00

Acessórios para computadores, Tablets
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